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Background: 
 
The Asheville Regional Airport (AVL) during the summer of 2014 undertook a multi-year 
phased re-development of its single runway airfield.  This project is required for several 
reasons; first, the existing runway is nearing the end of its useful life and requires major 
re-construction; second, the existing runway does not meet current FAA requirements 
for parallel runway/taxiway separation; and finally, it does not meet grade requirements, 
all of which must be brought up to meet current standards.   
 
Because AVL is a single runway airport, the possibility of undertaking this project 
without impacts to flight operations is not practical.  For that reason, the airport and the 
FAA have planned and approved the construction of a parallel temporary runway which 
will be in use for approximately two years while the main runway is re-constructed and 
re-aligned. 
 
Temporary Runway (Now Operational): 
 
The temporary runway (Runway 17/35) has been constructed 475 feet west of the now 
decommissioned Runway 16/34 at AVL.  The temporary runway is 7,001 feet long, by 
100 feet wide, and is able to support the maximum weights of the entire aircraft fleet mix 
presently using the airport, including MD-88 and Airbus A319/320 aircraft.  The 
temporary runway surface is constructed of asphalt, and is also grooved.  Furthermore, 
it is equipped with a single Category I Instrument Landing System (ILS) that serves 
temporary Runway 35.  It is also equipped with a PAPI and REIL’s on both Runways 17 
and 35, but it does not have a MALSR.  It has all customary pavement markings and 
lighting systems installed on it.  It also has an RNAV/GPS approach to both ends.  
Runway 17 has a Landing Distance Available (LDA) of 6,600 feet, due to the inability to 
provide a full 1,000’ safety area off the south end of the temporary runway.  During the 
period that the temporary runway is operational, taxi routes to and from the runway and 
other parts of the airport will occasionally change as construction on the new permanent 
runway progresses.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



Turnaround and Connector Taxiways: 
 
Although Temporary Runway 17/35 is 100 feet wide, it is served by multiple connector 
taxiways that meet the new Airplane Design Group V standards.  Upon commissioning 
of the new permanent runway, the temporary runway will revert to a permanent taxiway 
which will meet all Airplane Design Group V criteria, and as such, all connector taxiways 
were constructed to these design standards from the very beginning.  This ensures that 
no aircraft of any size operating on the temporary runway encounters any issues while 
turning on or off the runway as it navigates the fillets and turn radius of any connector 
taxiway.  Additionally, at both ends of the temporary runway, an oversized paved 
turnaround area has been constructed which ensures that the full mix of aircraft using 
the temporary runway, including MD88 aircraft, are capable of conducting a 180 degree 
turn on the runway with a safety margin.   
 
New Permanent Runway 17/35: 
 
With the commissioning of the temporary runway, the existing main runway has been 
demolished, and a new permanent main runway is being constructed in its place, with a 
minor re-alignment to meet current FAA standards.  The line of sight grade issues are 
also being corrected.  Upon commissioning of the new permanent main runway, the 
temporary runway will revert permanently to a taxiway. 
 
Schedule: 
 
The temporary runway was completed and commissioned in December, 2015 on its 
original two-year construction schedule.  Construction on the new permanent runway 
began in April 2016, and was originally scheduled to be complete in December, 2017.  
However, the contractor for the final phase experienced some issues during 
construction, coupled with an unusually wet summer, which also had some effects on 
progress.  Completion of the final phase of work was therefore postponed through the 
winter, with a new commissioning date late in 2018.     
 
Runway Closures: 
 
The FAA does not permit construction activity to take place inside a Runway Safety 
Area (RSA) while that runway is operational.  For that reason, at different times 
throughout the remaining term of the project, extended periods of overnight closures of 
the temporary runway will be required in order for the needed construction activity to 
take place.  Although the actual times may vary depending upon flight schedules and 
circumstances, during these periods, the runway will generally be closed between the 
hours of midnight and 5:30 AM daily.  Construction activities in 2018 have now 
progressed to the point that weather permitting, the runway will be closed most 
nights throughout the summer months. 
 
 



Taxiway Closures: 
 
Throughout Phase IV, intermittent periods of closure will take place on each of the 
connector taxiways that provide aircraft access between Taxiway A and Temporary 
Runway 17/35.  This is required in order to permit work to take place inside the safety 
areas of those taxiways, as well as the reconstruction of those taxiway intersections, 
which is required as part of the overall project. 
 
Taxiway A6 and Taxiway P/B2 are now closed for re-construction.  This will 
require back taxiing to/from Taxiway E/B4 to and from the approach end of 
Runway 17.  
 
Taxiway B2 will not re-open.  This was a temporary taxiway that served the 
temporary runway, and is not included in the final configuration of the airfield. 
 
Coordination: 
 
To date, the AVL Operations Department has made significant efforts to communicate 
with the flight dispatch departments of each airline utilizing AVL to ensure they were 
aware of this upcoming project, its current status, and its potential impacts.   
 
An on-going issue is that with certain airlines, the point of contact occasionally changes, 
and the new point of contact is unaware of this upcoming project, since information 
about the program was not passed on. 
 
 
PROJECT STATUS AS OF:  July 18th, 2018: 
 
The airport’s contractor, supplemented by two additional contractors, are now mobilized 
onto the airport and actively working.  Orange safety fence has been placed along the 
safety area boundaries along the full length of the project on both sides, and all 
construction activity will take place within the boundaries of this safety fence.  Crossing 
Guard stations have been set up at the four active taxiway connectors that cross 
through the construction site.  These stations will be manned and will control the 
movement of vehicles across the active taxiways and remain in communication with 
Ground Control.    
 
Presently, the contractor is working a 24-hour construction schedule, seven days a 
week, weather and conditions permitting.   
 
Taxiway A6 is presently closed and being re-constructed.  Back taxiing from Taxiway 
E/B4 to the approach end of Runway 17 will be necessary during this period.   
 
Taxiway P & B2 are also closed for re-construction.  Taxiway B2 was a temporary 
taxiway connector that served the temporary runway and will not re-open.   
 



At the present time, the only access to/from Runway 17/35 is via Taxiway A1 and 
Taxiway E/B4 
 
 
NIGHTTIME RUNWAY CLOSURES: 
 
24-hour operations mean’s nighttime runway closures.  The airport is currently closing 
each night approximately between the hours of midnight and 0530 through the 
remainder of the summer months, weather and conditions permitting. 
 
As before, aircraft arrivals after the closure time that is Notamed will not be able to land. 
 
NAVAID OUTAGES: 
 
As the time approaches to transition from the temporary runway to the new permanent 
runway, full or partial outages of the airports ILS system will need to occur, as 
equipment is relocated and re-commissioned for the new runway.   
 
An updated schedule of Navaid outages and impacts will be provided as soon as 
it is available as this schedule is more evident. 
 
*Permanent Runway 35 is scheduled to open with a permanent Localizer, but a 
temporary Glideslope facility.  Minimums may be temporarily higher than the minimums 
once the permanent Glideslope is commissioned.  The commissioning of the temporary 
Glideslope is dependent upon an FAA Flight Check certifying it two weeks prior the 
runway opening.  If it is unable to be certified, then Runway 35 will be commissioned 
with a Localizer approach only, and the commissioning of the permanent Runway 35 
Glideslope will become a priority over any Runway 17 ILS work. 
 
 
For additional Information contact: 
 
Michael A. Reisman, A.A.E. 
Deputy Executive Director 
Development & Operations 
Greater Asheville Regional Airport Authority 
(828) 654-3253 
Email:  mreisman@flyavl.com  




